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Site-dependence of van der Waals interaction
explains exciton spectra of double-walled
tubular J-aggregates

Jörg Megow,*a Merle I. S. Röhr,b Marcel Schmidt am Busch,c Thomas Renger,c

Roland Mitrić,b Stefan Kirstein,d Jürgen P. Rabede and Volkhard Mayd

The simulation of the optical properties of supramolecular aggregates requires the development of methods,

which are able to treat a large number of coupled chromophores interacting with the environment. Since it is

currently not possible to treat large systems by quantum chemistry, the Frenkel exciton model is a valuable

alternative. In this work we show how the Frenkel exciton model can be extended in order to explain

the excitonic spectra of a specific double-walled tubular dye aggregate explicitly taking into account

dispersive energy shifts of ground and excited states due to van der Waals interaction with all

surrounding molecules. The experimentally observed splitting is well explained by the site-dependent

energy shift of molecules placed at the inner or outer side of the double-walled tube, respectively.

Therefore we can conclude that inclusion of the site-dependent dispersive effect in the theoretical

description of optical properties of nanoscaled dye aggregates is mandatory.

I. Introduction

The investigation of electronic exciton energy transfer (EET) in
huge supramolecular systems is of enormous interest for the
understanding of processes taking place in both biological1–3

and artificial4,5 light harvesting antennae systems and there-
fore a topic of recent research. As an example chlorosomes
from green sulfur bacteria which cover thousands of pigment
molecules have been investigated only recently.6–8

Various artificial light harvesting systems have been established
and explored experimentally9,10 and were also investigated theore-
tically, such as giant molecular macrocycles11,12 or large complexes
of tetrapyrrole type molecules.13,14 However, an appropriate theo-
retical treatment of such systems still remains challenging. In this
work we focus on the appropriate description of the structural
and optical properties of the tubular dye aggregate (TDA) of the
amphiphilic cyanine dye named C8S3,15 formed in aqueous
solution, which have been discussed in several studies.4,16–18

Former cryogenic transmission electron microscope (cryo-TEM)
images suggested that the dyes are arranged within a double layer
structure similar to lipid membranes facing the hydrophilic
groups, and hence the chromophoric units, towards the liquid
medium inside and outside of the tube and hiding the hydro-
phobic alkyl chains from the aqueous environment.4,16 This
building principle is illustrated in Fig. 1 and 2.

In previous studies investigating the double-walled tubular
J-aggregates the linear optical spectra were explained theoreti-
cally using a parameterized Frenkel exciton Hamiltonian.19–21

Therefore, the tubes were modelled using two telescoped tubes
of dye molecules. For each cylinder independently a regular and
destortion free lattice of dyes was assumed with two molecules
per unit cell where every dye was represented by an extended
dipole.5,18,22 All energy shifts in the spectra were attributed to
excitonic coupling while solvent shifts or dispersive interactions
were implicitly taken into account, but assumed to be site-
independent. By the adjustment of mutual orientations, dis-
tances, and tilt angles, the absorption spectra were modelled in
great detail. Also an assignment of bands that correspond to the
inner and outer cylinders was provided. Notice that in those
studies the structures of the inner and outer cylinder were
assumed to be uncorrelated.

In contrast, highly sophisticated image reconstruction techni-
ques revealed details of the structure of the tube wall indicating
an organization of the dyes in ribbons that are helically winding
within the wall.17 The appearance of these ribbons requires a
strong correlation between the arrangement of dyes within the
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inner and outer tubes, which is not fulfilled by the model
described above. On the other hand, the computation of optical
spectra based on molecular dynamics (MD) simulations was
approached, as reported in ref. 23, for a single-walled tube which
resulted in a too wide absorption line shape.

In this contribution we provide two new approaches to
refine the aggregate structure and description of spectra. First,
the structure is modelled employing MD simulations. The
starting configuration is resolved to best approximate the
appearance of highly resolved cryo-TEM images (cf. Fig. 1). A
detailed model down to atomic resolution has been obtained
that can be handled numerically and is stable over timescales
of nanoseconds. Second, the linear absorption spectrum is
calculated based on the MD structure taking into account
transition densities of resonant excitonic interactions but also

a full description of dispersive energies due to non-resonant
interactions. The huge number of molecules within the slightly
disordered aggregates account for the disorder effects in the
spectra. The results lead us to a new interpretation of the shift,
and splitting into two fundamental bands of the absorption
spectrum.

Considering bulk systems, the change in the molecular
excitation energy due to an environmental influence is known
as the gas-to-crystal shift. Electrostatic and inductive site energy
shifts depend on the difference in charge density between the
excited and ground states of the molecule. If the latter is small,
the leading contribution to the site energy shift is due to
mutual polarization of different atoms (molecules), the van
der Waals interaction or dispersive interaction. It was first
proposed by London24 to explain the attractive interaction
between noble gas atoms (exhibiting closed electronic shells).
Due to the Coulomb coupling between electrons in different
atoms (molecules) a dynamic correlation in electronic motion
stabilizes the coupled system and leads to reduction in energy.
Since excited state wavefunctions are often more extended than
the ground state ones, the dispersive shifts of excited state
energies are usually larger than those of electronic ground
states leading to a redshift of the transition energy.36 It is
important to note that the dispersive shift also includes the
interaction with all other molecules of the environment.

Usually, dispersion effects of the surrounding medium are
taken into account by assuming a single value for the molecular
excitation (site) energy in order to place the whole absorption
spectrum in the correct wavelength region. This implies the use
of a constant transition energy shift. In the case of a nano-
structured system the polarizability of the environment may
strongly depend on the molecular position. Accordingly, the
excitation energy shift does not remain constant but becomes
site-dependent. If this shift overcomes the strength of the
resonant EET (excitonic) coupling it significantly affects the
spectrum of excitation energies. We note that such site-
dependent dispersive energy shifts have been calculated for
aggregates of Rydberg atoms in ref. 25. Here, we utilize a
method that is applicable to molecular aggregates.

It will be shown in the following that the separation of the
two low-energy absorption bands as reported in ref. 5 is mostly
due to different dispersive shifts of the molecular excitation
energy in the inner and outer walls of the TDA. On the other
hand, the resonant excitonic coupling is found to have less
impact on the separation of these two bands.

II. Results

To obtain a consistent explanation of the absorption spectrum
of TDA, our subsequent considerations will be based on a
spatial structure that is obtained by MD simulations starting
from a configuration resembling highly resolved cryo-TEM
images.17 The simulated system included 828 C8S3 molecules,
74116 water molecules and 9242 methanol molecules in a box
of 17 � 17 � 12.6 nm with periodic boundary conditions.26

Fig. 1 Initial model of the C8S3 TDA. One molecular ribbon of the outer
cylinder is highlighted in color. The whole outer cylinder is drawn in grey
and the inner one in light grey. (The figure was created using VMD.28)

Fig. 2 MD aggregate after 7 ns of simulation. Upper panel: the side view
according to Fig. 1. Lower panel: the top view of the C8S3 TDA with the
dye molecules in the inner cylinder and the outer cylinder being high-
lighted. The spheres around the highlighted molecules have a radius of
2 nm. They indicate a volume that includes all dye molecules that
contribute more than 99% to the dispersive energy shift. Note that more
dye molecules are within this sphere for the molecules at the inner wall
than those at the outer wall. (The figures were created using VMD.28)
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The simulations are extended up to 7 ns. Here, it is essential to
ensure that the solvent density inside the tube coincides with
that outside. After an equilibration time of a few 100 ps the
structural parameters of TDA were found to stay constant,
indicating the stable structure of the aggregate. In Fig. 2 the
structure resulting after 7 ns of simulation is shown.

In the case of a TDA of C8S3, due to the curvature the
environment in the proximity of the dye molecules has a
different composition in terms of the number of dye molecules
per volume. This mainly depends on the molecule either being
located in the outer wall or in the inner wall. This effect is
shown in the lower panel of Fig. 2 by circles showing the close
environment of two dyes within the top view of a MD simulated
aggregate. These circles with a radius of about 2 nm around the
center of the molecular transition dipole moments indicate the
close environment of the dyes which contributes most (499%)
to the dispersive energy shift.

A. TDA structure

According to the cryo-TEM data, the whole TDA structure
consists of six ribbons, turned around a common axis, forming
an inner and an outer cylinder (see Fig. 1). Both cylinders have
the same periodicity (twists per aggregate length), which is
12.7 nm�1. The width of a single ribbon amounts to 20.1 Å for
the outer cylinder and 19.5 Å for the inner cylinder (they differ
due to the different screw angles). The extension of a single
C8S3 molecule along the transition dipole axis is 20.8 Å.
We assumed an orientation of the molecules with dipole
moments parallel to the cylinder surface which is confirmed
by our MD simulations. These ribbons then wind up with a
screw angle y and the molecules have to be tilted against the
z-axis of the tube by an angle b (see Fig. 3). According to the MD
simulations, y amounts to 18.31 for the outer cylinder and 23.01
for the inner cylinder. b amounts to 34.51 for the outer cylinder
and 44.31 for the inner cylinder. We note that no exact value for
b can be extracted from the cryo-TEM images.

The mean distance of neighboring molecules is 5 Å within
both cylinders, measured as the distance between the molecular
centers of the p-electron system. The closest distance between

two molecules is about 4 Å. The distance between neighboring
molecules varies due to the angle between them. We also tried
simulations with closely packed molecules. They were not stable
since some of the atoms came too close to each other. The
distance between the two cylinders amounts to 13 Å (measured
with respect to the centers of the molecular p-electron systems).

Our model assumes two molecules per unit cell. Therefore, a
mutual displacement D as indicated in Fig. 3 was introduced by
hand with a value of D = 9 Å. D was chosen in order to obtain
the corrected absorption spectrum (see below) and is the only
free parameter in our model. Due to the displacement D our
model includes two molecules per unit cell. The structural
stability of the TDA for such a mutual molecular displacement
has been confirmed by extended MD simulations. We note that
using D = 0, a structural model consistent with that reported in
ref. 17 results in an H-aggregate-like absorption spectrum.

For comparison, a MD simulation, based on the structural
model presented in ref. 5 was employed. It is specific for that
model that the molecular structures of the inner and outer
walls differ and furthermore are completely independent of
each other, i.e. there is no correlation between the respective
molecular positions. Additionally, the molecules are arranged
in a Herringbone-like structure, also resulting in 2 molecules
per unit cell. However, by performing MD simulations, this
model turned out to be unstable, since the tubes disintegrated
with time. Therefore, we conclude that the strong correlation
between inner and outer tubes as provided by the model of the
two-layer ribbons reduces the system’s free energy and stabi-
lizes the structure significantly.

B. Frenkel exciton Hamiltonian

Having determined the TDA structure we can turn to the
computation of the resulting excited electronic states. Singly
excited states of the TDA as detected in linear absorption
measurements can be deduced from the standard Frenkel-
exciton Hamiltonian

Hexc ¼
X
m

Em fmj i fmh j þ
X
man

J mn fmj i fnh j: (1)

In its diagonal part it covers the so-called site energy Em
(excitation energy of molecule m). The off-diagonal part is
formed by the excitonic coupling J mn which resonantly trans-
fers excitation energy from one dye molecule to the other. fm is
the molecular product state with molecule m in the first excited
state jme and all other molecules in the ground state jng.
Restriction to a single excited state becomes possible since
higher excited states are energetically sufficiently far away. The
overall ground state f0 is a product of all jng. A ground state
part E0|f0ihf0| does not appear in the Hamiltonian since we set
E0 ¼

P
m

Emg ¼ 0.

The excitonic coupling J mn coincides with J mnðeg; egÞ which
is a particular example of the general two-molecule Coulomb
matrix element J mnðab; b0a0Þ. The electronic quantum numbers
a and a0 belong to molecule m, and b and b0 to molecule n. The
matrix element appears as the Coulomb interaction of charge

Fig. 3 Internal structure of the C8S3 TDA. Left panel: molecular ribbon with
two molecules forming a unit cell. The internal coordinate system is drawn in
blue. Right panel (schematic): orientation of the C8S3 dyes in the outer (left)
and inner (right) cylinders. (The figures were created using VMD.28)
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density n
ðmÞ
aa0 ðxÞ of molecule m and charge density n

ðnÞ
bb0 ðyÞ of

molecule n. If, for example, a a a0 the density n
ðmÞ
aa0 ðxÞ is

exclusively determined by the electronic transition density

rðmÞaa0 ðxÞ.
31 For concrete computations the continuous charge

densities are replaced by discrete atomic centered partial
charges and partial transition charges.37 The unscreened exci-
tonic coupling is between +30 and +40 meV for neighboring
molecules within the same ribbon. It is between�40 and�30 meV
for neighboring molecules of two adjoined ribbons. Since each
molecule couples strongly to four molecules of adjacent ribbons
(cf. Fig. 3) the J-aggregate character dominates.

C. Curvature induced dispersion shifts

The minimal version of the exciton Hamiltonian introduced so
far has to be improved by consideration of further couplings
among the molecules which may change the site energies as
well as the matrix elements of the excitonic coupling.27 Electro-
static couplings due to permanent charge distributions in the
ground and excited states of the dye molecules result in the

shift DEðelÞm ¼
P
k

Jmkðeg; geÞ � Jmkðgg; ggÞ½ � of site-energy Em

(contributions due to solvent molecules are incorporated in
the k-sum29).

The charge densities of the ground and excited states
polarize the environmental molecules, a polarization that
reacts back on the considered molecules and introduces the

site energy shift DEðpolÞm . A third type of site energy shift arises
from the mutual Coulomb coupling of transition densities and

is termed dispersive site energy shift DEðdispÞm .31,32 Introducing
the dispersive change in the molecular energy of the state jma

referred to as DE(disp)
ma we obtain (remember a = g, e)27

DEðdispÞma ¼ �
X
k

X
f ;f 0

Jmkð f 0f ; agÞj j2
Emfa þ Ekf 0g

: (2)

f and f 0 account for all higher excited energy levels ( f, f 0 4 e),
Emfa and Ekf0g are the transition energies of molecules m and k,
respectively, and Jkm( f 0f,ag) denotes the respective Coulomb
matrix element. Such matrix elements relate transitions in the
considered molecule m to transitions in all other molecules
labeled by k. According to the actual position of molecule m in
the TDA k-summation notices the concrete conformation of dye
molecules around molecule m. Consequently, the overall site

energy shift follows as DEðdispÞm ¼ DEðdispÞme � DEðdispÞmg .
Hence, the site energies Em are shifted in total by

DEm ¼ DEðelÞm þ DEðpolÞm þ DEðdispÞm : (3)

We note that eqn (3) includes all energetic (static) disorder
explicitly. For the present C683 chromophore we find that

DEðdispÞm � DEðelÞm . While DEðelÞm

��� ��� is in the order of 10 meV,

DEðdispÞm

��� ��� is in the order of over 500 meV. This result is under-

stood by noting the comparably similar charge densities of the
ground and excited electronic states (differential dipole moment

is about 1 D30). Since we expect DEðelÞm is in the same order of

magnitude as DEðpolÞm , we get DEðdispÞm � DEðpolÞm . Therefore, we

neglect DEðpolÞm in our calculations.
In order to determine the energy shifts of every individual

molecule within the aggregate the expression, eqn (2), has to be
transformed into a tractable form to compute its dependence
on the mutual position of the coupled molecules. Here, we
follow ref. 27. Accordingly, in the first step Jmk(ag, f 0f ) is
replaced by an expression of two interacting extended dipoles
with charges �q( fa) and �q( f 0g). Electronic structure compu-
tations indicate that these dipoles are oriented along the
elongated part of the cyanine dye. Assuming uniform extension

of all extended dipoles we may write DEðdispÞm ¼ �Q
P
k

Vmk
2,

where Vmk represents all geometrical factors, i.e. the Coulomb
interaction of both extended dipoles but with unit charges.
Concrete values of the latter are included in the factor
Q ¼

P
f ; f 0

q2ð feÞq2ðf 0gÞ 1
�

Efe þ Ef 0g
� �

� 1
�

Efg þ Ef 0g
� �� �

, where

Efe(Ef 0e) and Efg(Ef 0g) are the transition energies between the
first excited and ground states of the isolated monomers,
respectively, and the higher excited states.

By further proceeding in line with ref. 27 we do not deter-
mine the Q-factor by a direct computation, which would not be
accurate enough, but by using experimental data on transition
energy shifts in non-polar solvents. If the solvent is described
by a dielectric continuum with refractive index n, the shift can
be approximately obtained as,33,36

DEðdispÞ ¼ �F n2 � 1

2n2 þ 1
; (4)

which describes the shift induced by a polarizable environ-
ment. If a value for F is available and if we know n for a random
arrangement of C8S3 molecules we can determine the site-
energy shift. Noting the previously published spectra of a
similar compound34 we may deduce F � 1:43 eV, and a gas-
phase transition energy follows as Egp = 2.64 eV. Moreover, we
take nTDA E 1.78.35 According to ref. 27 and 36 we have to chose
the long wavelength limit of the refractive index resulting in

DEðdispÞm � �0:43 eV. Identifying this value with �Q
P
k

Vmk
2

� 	
,

averaged over all molecules m, we deduce Q = 7.61 eV Å2.
This value of Q is further used to calculate the dispersive

site-energy shifts of all molecules within the TDA. The
used approximation leads to a significant fluctuation of
the individual energy shifts. This is mainly caused by the
extended dipole approximation, which is a good approxi-
mation on average. However, individual couplings may vary
by up to 30%. Therefore, we average the shifts for the inner
and outer cylinders separately. This way, the artificial fluctua-
tion due to the utilization of the extended dipole approxi-
mation disappears.

The solvent effect on the dispersive site-energy shift DEðdispÞm

(eqn (4)) was neglected because of the small refractive index of
the solvent (n E 1.33) and the comparably restricted contact
area between the solvent and the dye molecules. For compar-
ison, a dissolved monomer is shifted by about 0.3 eV (cf. eqn (4)).
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The C8S3 molecules within the tube, however, show a smaller
dispersive shift, since they are mostly surrounded by other C8S3
molecules (cf. Fig. 2). Assuming that a molecule within a wall
interacts with less than half of the solvent molecules than a
monomer in solution one obtains an upper limit of below
0.15 eV for the solvent dispersive shift of C8S3 molecules within
an aggregate. The dispersion shift due to solvent interaction is
somewhat larger for molecules in the outer cylinder, since they
have contact with more solvent molecules due to geometric
reasons. Assuming that this solvent interaction shift will be
about 10–15% larger for molecules in the outer cylinder one
obtains a reduction of the mutual energy splitting of the two
J-aggregate bands by 0.02 eV (6 nm) at most.

Having discussed the change in the site energies due to
dispersion of the environment we briefly comment on a related
alternation of the excitonic coupling, i.e. we introduce screen-
ing to the non-diagonal elements of eqn (1). Similar to the
site-energy shift it results from an environmental dispersion
(see e.g. ref. 38) which, in general, reduces the excitonic
coupling J mn between two molecules to fmnJ mn.14,38 The pre-
factor fmn can be approximated by a constant 1/e = 1/n2 where n
is the optical refractive index.14 From the dispersive shifts of
the inner and outer cylinders we calculated the respective
refractive indices nout and nin for both cylinders. This was
realized assuming the measured refractive index n = 1.78 being
an average value n = (Noutnout + Ninnin)/(Nout + Nin), Nout = 468
and Nin = 360 being the number of molecules in the outer and
inner cylinders, respectively. We obtain n = 1.89 for the inner
cylinder and n = 1.69 for the outer cylinder. From the respective
indices we obtain screening factors for the coupling of two
molecules within a certain cylinder. We note that this site-
dependent screening factors, used for reasons of consistency,
change our result only slightly, which can be explained by the
rather small contribution of the excitonic couplings to the
overall energy shifts.

For the coupling between two molecules located in different
cylinders we take n = 1.78, getting fmn = 0.35 for the outer
cylinder, fmn = 0.28 for the inner cylinder and fmn = 0.32 for
molecules located in different cylinders, i.e. a noticeable
reduction of the excitonic coupling. The somewhat larger
screening factor for the outer cylinder results in a slightly
decreased energy distance of the two J-aggregate peaks. The
J mn values were calculated via a coupling of transition partial
charges (which have been somewhat rescaled to reproduce the
measured transition dipole moment37).

D. Optical spectra

After determining the site-energies and excitonic couplings
which define the exciton Hamiltonian Hex, eqn (1), in an
appropriate way,39 the respective diagonalization results in
exciton energies and wave functions. To account for a large
spatial delocalization of the exciton wave function, the TDA
which constitutes the Hamiltonian Hex has been formed by five
fragments of 12.7 nm length used in the MD simulations
(a further increase of the number of fragments only induces a
minor effect on the exciton spectrum). Since after 7 ns of MD

simulations all molecular positions deviate from the ordered
structure (see Fig. 1) structural disorder is accounted for.
Moreover, the huge amount of molecules which contribute
to Hex and thus to the exciton spectrum introduce a self-
averaging effect. Since it operates when computing the absorp-
tion line-shape (sum of the squared excitonic transition dipole
moments times the energy conserving d-function) further
disorder averaging is not necessary. Homogeneous broaden-
ing was introduced by replacing sharp transitions into the
various exciton levels by individual Lorentz-curves with a
linewidth of 3 nm (FWHM).

The respective results together with measured data are
presented in Fig. 4. If dispersive effects are neglected only a
single TDA band results, which is shifted slightler to longer
wavelengths compared with the monomer absorption. The
small red shift of about 10 meV (2 nm) is due to the screened
excitonic coupling (it is about �10 meV between neighboring
molecules belonging to adjacent ribbons). Calculating the
absorption spectra separately for the outer and inner TDA
cylinders ( yet neglecting dispersive effects) confirms almost
vanishing splitting between the two exciton bands. Including,
however, the site-dependent dispersion results in a line-shape
that exhibits two separate bands and agrees quite well with the
measured curves.

The calculated red shift of the exciton bands is too small by
0.1 eV (about 30 nm) compared to the experimentally mea-
sured shift (see Fig. 4). This 0.1 eV offset can be related not
only to the ignored energy shift due to solvent dispersion
but also to the uncertainty when determining the linear
factor F and the gas-phase transition energy Egp. This small
unexplained shift has to be compared to the total energy shift
of more than 0.5 eV relative to Egp = 2.64 eV for which reason it
can be accepted.

Fig. 4 Linear absorption spectra of the C8S3 TDA and the respective
dye monomers. Black dashed line: measured TDA absorption according
to ref. 5, blue dashed line: measured monomer absorption; green solid
line: calculated TDA absorption neglecting the site-dependent dis-
persion; and red solid line: completely calculated TDA absorption spec-
trum. No free parameters used, except for the slip D in order to build the
structure.
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The treatment of solvent dispersion would also result in a
slightly smaller energy difference between the two J-aggregate
peaks (0.02 eV at most).

Although the two long wavelength peaks of TDA absorption
are nicely reproduced in their spectral position and height,
there is a considerable discrepancy at around 550 nm. We
briefly demonstrate that this discrepancy may be overcome by
including C8S3 intra-molecular vibrations. Fig. 5 shows the
respective results where a single representative and broadened
vibrational mode per dye molecule has been used. Here, the
0.1 eV offset seen in Fig. 4 and supposedly caused by the
neglection of solvent dispersive shifts is corrected. The coinci-
dence of the computed monomer spectrum with the measured
one as shown in the inset of Fig. 5 justifies the used vibrational
energy of 0.1 eV, the Huang–Rhys factor of 0.74, and the line-
broadening of E35 nm (it differs somewhat between the 0 - 0
and 0 - m 4 0 transitions).

To calculate the whole TDA exciton spectrum by including a
single vibrational mode per dye molecule we followed ref. 40
and employed the so-called single particle approximation sug-
gested therein (cf. also ref. 27). In this case, exciton states are
introduced as Fa ¼

P
m;m

caðm; mÞwmemfm, where wmem is the total

vibrational wave function with m = 1. . .3 vibrational excitations
in the excited state of molecule m. The expansion coefficients
ca(m,m) are obtained via the diagonalization of the Hamiltonian,
eqn (1), which, however, has been extended upon introducing
vibrational contributions in the site energies and excitonic
couplings. Now, vibrational satellites appear in the wavelength
region at around 550 nm which corresponds to absorption
bands observed experimentally. The remaining differences
between the calculated spectrum and the experimental data
may be caused by the restriction to a single vibrational mode

per C8S3 monomer. At this point we cannot exclude that other
configurations are possible that lead to additional exciton
bands and thus would reproduce more details of the spectra
without involving vibrational modes. However, we can state
that vibrational modes seem to strongly contribute to the
spectra, which is due to the rather large Huang–Rhys factor.
We can state further that our model is consistent regarding
cryo-TEM figures, optical spectra, electronic structure calcula-
tions and MD simulations.

Finally, we would like to comment on a recent work where an
environmentally induced heavy-tailed Lévi disorder is utilized to
explain an additional low energy fluorescence band for drop-cast
samples of 1-D J-aggregates.41 Such a low energy band (90 meV
below the general fluorescence band) in principle could also be
attributed to a local conformation induced dispersion effect.

III. Conclusions

A novel structure model for a C8S3 TDA together with site-
dependent dispersive effects leads to a conclusive interpreta-
tion of the general features of the respective linear absorption
spectra. Molecules in the inner and outer cylinders of the TDA
interact with different environments, and accordingly their
dispersive shifts differ. For the considered C8S3 TDA the
excitonic coupling is particularly small due to screening and,
thus, the observed absorption line splitting is mostly deter-
mined by environmental dispersive effects. This splitting, but
not the overall shift of the spectrum, would vanish if the dyes
formed an uncurved double-walled layer. Accordingly, we con-
sider a long-wavelength absorption line splitting in TDAs a
general feature, due to the curvature-induced site-dependent
dispersive effect. While we ascribe the energy splitting of the
main peaks mainly to an interaction of higher transition
densities (non-resonant excitonic coupling), in previous work
the splitting was attributed to (resonant) excitonic coupling.5,19,20,21

It can be concluded that the site-dependence of dispersive energies
is of key-importance to understand the optical properties of
nanostructured molecular dye systems, such as nano-tubular light
harvesting dye aggregates. We strongly suspect that this reasoning
holds for nanoscaled molecular aggregates in general.
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